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GEOCACHING

This St. Patrick’s Day …



GEOCACHING

Instead of following the rainbow to a pot of gold



GEOCACHING

Follow your phone or GPS to hidden treasures



GEOCACHING



What is Geocaching?

Geocaching is a high-tech treasure hunting game 

played throughout the world by adventure seekers 

using a GPS device or your smart phone.



What is Geocaching?
The basic idea is to locate hidden containers, called 

geocaches, 

outdoors, and 

then share your experiences online. 



What can a cache look like?

Waterproof plastic 
containers

Army Surplus 
Ammo Cans

Cache containers come in all different shapes and sizes.  

Some are easy to find, and some are harder to find.



35mm Film Canisters

If anyone has these anymore!

Bison Tubes

What can a cache look like?
Cache containers come in all different shapes and sizes.  

Some are easy to find, and some are harder to find.



Different Cache Types

Hide-a-Keys
Matchstick

Containers



Different Cache Types

Camouflaged

Ammo Can

Camouflaged

Container



Different Cache Types

Harder to find containers



Where might I find a Cache?



Where might I find a Cache?



What’s inside a cache?

Every cache must contain at least one item – a log 

book that other cachers can sign to show that they 

have found the cache.



What’s inside a cache?

Larger caches usually also contain trade items 

called swag.  Swag is different in every cache.



One Golden Rule

If you take something from a 

cache, you must leave 

something of equal or greater 

value.  

So always bring some little 

treasures with you on your hunt 

to trade!



Other items in a cache

Some other things you might find in a cache 

besides swag are 

Travel Bugs and Geocoins.



Geocoins and Travel Bugs

Geocoins and Travel Bugs want to travel from 
cache to cache.  

Some have specific “missions” such as visiting a 
certain town.  

Some just want to travel from cache to cache.

You should only take a travel bug or 

geocoin from a cache if you are 

going to put it in another cache.



How Does Geocaching Work?
Every spot on earth can be identified by a coordinate 

system – basically two numbers that tell you where you are. 



How Does Geocaching Work?

There are numerous satellites orbiting the earth.  

These satellites transmit signals that a GPS receiver 

and your phone can read.  



How Does Geocaching Work?

Based on these signals, 

the GPS receiver and 

your phone, can tell you 

where you are. 

If you are using a GPS receiver, 

the spot where you are 

located can be identified by 

two numbers called 

coordinates.



How Does Geocaching Work?

A geocacher hides a cache somewhere and 

records the coordinates which can then be 

found by your GPS device and your phone.



How Does Geocaching Work?

Then, the hider goes to geocaching.com 
and lists the coordinates where it is 
hidden. 



How Does Geocaching Work?
Geocache hunters can  get:

 The coordinates of where a cache is hidden, or 

 a map view 

And then set out to find it!



How Does Geocaching Work?

Geocache finders 

record their find in 

the log book inside 

the cash.



How Does Geocaching Work?

And then,

Geocache finders 

record their 

adventures online 

and whether or not 

they were able to 

find the cache, with 

a few comments.



How Does Geocaching Work?
They do this all on the geocaching website.

http://www.geocaching.com

http://www.geocaching.com/


How Much Does it Cost?

Other than the cost of a GPS receiver, or data rates 

on your smart phone, geocaching can be as free as 

you want it to be, or as expensive as you want it to 

be.



How Much Does it Cost?

If you are a Beekman Resident the Beekman Library and 

Beekman Rec have teamed up to help you get started!  

You can go to the library and borrow a GPS Unit!



How do you get Started?

Go to 

www.geocaching.com 
and

register for a free 

account.



How to select and find a cache:

 Enter the zip code you would like to search in and click 

“Search.”
 You may look at the list OR click on the map to view the 

hidden caches in that area

 Choose any cache from the list, or the map and click on its 

name.
 Read about it – there may be hints that you either want to 

see OR want NOT to see!

 If you are using a GPS Receiver, enter the coordinates 

(waypoint) of a cache and follow the direction arrow on the 

receiver until you find the hidden cache.

 If you are using a smart phone, use the map to locate your 

cache



Now Go Find Some Caches!


